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WARNING: This document is copyright 2022 by Alan G. Isaac, all rights reserved. Unauthorized
sharing of this document is a copyright violation. For students of American University, unautho-
rized uses of this document are additionally an Academic Integrity violation. The only authorized
duplication of this document is by Econ 705 students taking this course in 2022, who may retain
one (1) printed copy exculsively for their own personal use.

Collected Assignments Assignments will be listed below as they are assigned. Each assignment is
due before the start of the subsequent class, unless otherwise announced. Each assignment should
include a header that lists the homework number, your name, and an acknowledgment of your
group members (or anyone else who provided useful help).

Homework submissions must be typed in a Mathematica notebook and submitted in PDF format.
(PDF Creation Hint: disable "Dynamic Updating" (Menu/Evaluation/Dynamic Updating
Enabled) before printing to PDF.) Make sure you do a Mathematica tutorial before attempting
to write up your homework! A single file should contain your answers to all the exercises for a
homework. Computational problems should include helpful comments on your Mathematica code.

Econ 705 homework is individual. You may verbally discuss problems with other students, but
for the graded problems you must not look at their work, and you must not show your work to
them. Looking at or sharing work on graded problems is an Academic Integrity Violation that
can lead to program dismissal. In contrast, full collaboration on the optional (ungraded) problems
is unrestricted and is encouraged.

Discussion Sections Be sure to read the discussion sections that I provide for the computational
problems. In addition to providing hints, they sometimes include details about the problem
requirements.

Computational Exercises: Some computational exercises below could easily be done with a calcu-
lator or even by hand. In such cases you need to provide the code, however trivial.

WL Programming The online WL documentation is excellent. E.g., http://www.wolfram.
com/broadcast/video.php?channel=89&video=409.

http://www.wolfram.com/broadcast/video.php?channel=89&video=409
http://www.wolfram.com/broadcast/video.php?channel=89&video=409
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Assignments
Not yet available.

Academic Integrity: Near the top of your submitted homework, please include a statement that
you wrote up the assignment without looking at the work of other students and that you did not
show your work to other students.

Assignments are due before the next class starts. Turn in a PDF file created from Mathematica.
Use the sectioning facilities of Mathematica notebooks: use a separate subsection for each problem.
Please pay attention to both the general and the language-specific discussion that I append to
many problems. Your filename should combine the homework number and your last name: e.g.,
hw01-Lastname.pdf. (Never use spaces or any other punctuation in your file names.) Submit
this PDF via Blackboard.

A crash upon PDF creation is rare but not unknown. So first save your work. Then, after saving
your work, try saving it as PDF. You may have better success saving as PDF if you first go to the
Evaluation menu and disable Dynamic Updating.
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